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O. Introduction 

This paper begins with a presentation of a split in the morphosyntactic behavior of two 
suffixing subject pronominal paradigms in Turkish in section 1. In section 2, we argue 
that this split is a result of one paradigm consisting of postlexical clitics while the other is 
composed of lexical suffixes. To better appreciate the distinct morphosyntactic behavior 
of these two paradigms, we will present a brief overview of the historical development 
for such bipartite behavior in section 3. We wiJI then present an account of it in a 
lexicalist framework. namely Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). in section 
4. A brief conclusion appears in section 5. 

1. Pronominal Subject Suffixes in Turkish 

Turkish is a Turkic language. spoken mainly in Turkey and ilS neighboring countries. It 
should be noted that data used in this study is based on judgements of speakers of the 
Istanbul dialects of Turkish. The forms used for pronominal SUbject paradigms can vary 
greatly across dialects . 

• A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the Workshop on the Perspectives on Clitic and 
Agreement Affix Combinations, University of Illinois;Urbana-Cbampaign, July 28, 1999. We would like 
to thank the participants at the workshop fot their comments. We would also like to thank Andreas Kalhol, 
Larry Hyman, and Sharon lokelas for their comments on drafts of this paper. 
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1.1. The Basics 

Turkish subject pronominal inflectional morphology employs four distinct suffixal 
paradigms. In this paper, we will concentrate on only two of these paradigms, leaving the 
imperative and the optative paradigms aside since they bear no relevance to the present 
discussion. The two paradigms that we will focus on are given in (1).! 

(1) a. h. Z-l!aradiG!!! 
Singular Plural Singular Plural 

I" -m -k -(y)Im -(y)Iz 
2"' -n -nIz -sIn -sInIz 
3" -0 -0 -0 -0 

The paradigm (la) (henceforth the k-paradigm after its flIst person plural from) 
only applies to verbal predicates that end with either the simple past suffix -{y)DI (2a) or 
the conditional suffix (2b). 

(2) a. dBn-dti-m 
don-dii-n 
dOD-du-k 
don-dii-nliz 
turn-PAST·PSN 

b. don-se-m 
don-se-n 
dtin-se-k 
don-se-niz 
tum·COND·PSN 

The other paradigm (henceforth the z-paradigm after its first person plural form) 
applies to all other predicates, both verbal and non-verbal. (With the exception of the 
optative and imperative predicates mentioned above.) 

(3) a. gid-iyor-uz 'we are going' +gid-iyor-k 
b. adam-Iz 'we are men' +adam-k 
c. iyi-yiz 'we are fme' *iyi-k 
d. .. git-ti-yiz 'we went' git-ti-k 

(3a-c) show the types of predicates the z-paradigm can attach to. The 
corresponding ungrammatical forms with the k-subject pronominal suffixes are shown at 
the end of each example. (3d) demonstrates that z-paradigm subject pronominal markers 

I Turlcish examples given in the text are presented in Turkish orthography. An f represents an Ul, a f 
represents a [In, an I represents a 1m], and a t serves as a markeT or vowellengtll or hiatus. 
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cannot affix to a verb in the simple past tense- the simple past suffix, like the 
conditional, can only take a k-paradigm ending. 

What has been mentioned so far are the most straightforward differences between 
the two paradigms. However. there are actually marc idiosyncrasies that demonstrate a 
major morphosyntactic distinction between them, We shall examine these facts one by 
one. 

1.2. Suffix Order Variation 

In all the examples above, subject pronominal markers were the final suffix on the 
predicate, This reflects their most common position throughout Turkish grammar, 
However, Sezer (1998) observes that when the predicate contains two or more tense, 
mood. and aspect (TMA) markers, subject pronominal suffixes need not 
necessarily surface at the end of the predicate. For example, in (4), we show a partial 
paradigm of the verb glJrmek 'to see' illustrating that ordering variability can occur with 
k-paradigm personal endings without producing any difference in meaning. That is, the 
paradigm endings can appear predicate-finally or between the two TMA markers . Such 
variability is not possible for the suffixes. 

(4) a. gor -dU -yse 
see-PAST-COND-ISG 
'if] saw ,,, ' 

b. gor -dU -yse-o 
see-PAST-COND-2SG 

c. gor -dil-yse -k 
see-PAST-COND-IPL 

d. gor -du -yse -niz 
see-PAST -COND-2PL 

gor -dn -m-se 
see-PAST-ISG -COND 

gor -<lU -nose 
see-PAST-2SG -COND 

gor -dil -k-se 
see-PAST-IPL -COND 

gor -dil -nm-se 
see-PAST-2PL -COND 

Variable ordering of the pronominal endings is not completely unconstrained 
however. The data in (5) shows that a pronominal ending must surface in verb-fmal 
position when thc last two TMA markers license conflicting pronominal paradigms. In 
this case, we have a combination of the progressive marker, which licenses only the z-
paradigm endings and the past marker. which licenses only the k-paradigm endings. 
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(5) a. oyn 
play 

b.* oyu 
play 
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-uyar -du -k 
PROG PAST IPL 

-uyor -k 
PROG IPL 

-Ill 
PAST 

'we were playing' 

Judging from the data so far, one might assume that the reason that (5b) is ill-
fonned is merely due (0 the fact that the two TMA markers license conflicting 
pronominal paradigms. However, as the data in (6) illustrate, even when both of the TMA 
markers are z-paradigm licensers. z-paradigm endings must still surface at the end of the 
predicate. 

(6) a. hul -uyor -sun 
find PROG 2SG 
'you are finding' 

b. bul -uyor -sun 

c. 

'ind PROG EVlD 2SG 

-uyor -sun 
PROG 2SG EVlD 

'you are apparently finding' 

This inability of the z-paradigm to surface between TMA markers suggests that 
the distinction between the k- and the x-paradigms is more systematic than one might at 
first assume and goes beyond the relatively superficial differences of phonological shape 
and host selectivity. These two paradigms systematically differ across a range of 
linguistic parameters which demands a much morc principled explanation than merely 
attributing such morphological idiosyncrasies to chance. In the remainder of this paper. 
we will explicate the reasons for mis bipartite behavior on both synchronic and historical 
grounds. We will also present a formal account that attempts to capture lhe observed 
generalizations . 

2. elities ,",S. Lexical Aflix·hood or the Turkish Subject Pronominal Endings 

The difference between the k· and the z·paradigm, as we shall argue, is a matter of their 
fonnal status in the lexicon . That is, we assert that lhe k· paradigm endings are lexical 
suffixes but the z·paradigm endings are postlexical cUtics. 
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To verify that the z-paradigm endings are indeed post-lexical clitics or phrasal 
affixes (cf. Anderson 1992). we rely on the diagnostic conditions that were provided in 
Zwicky and Pullum (1983). The criteria are reproduced in (7 A-F). 

(7) A 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 
F. 

Clitics can exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their hosts. 
while affIxes exhibit a higb degree of selection with respect to their stems. 
Arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations are more characteristic of affixed 
words than of clitic groups. 
Morphological idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of affixed words 
than of clitic groups. 
Semantic idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of affixed words than of 
clitic groups. 
Syntactic rules can affect affIxed words. but cannot affect clitic groups. 
elitics can attach to material already containing clidcs. but affixes cannoL 

Not all of these conditions can be applied to our data. However. three of the seven 
do, and each of those three indicates that k-paradigm endings are sufflxes and z-paradigm 
endings are clitics. We have already seen the data that has bearing on 7 A. k-endings only 
follow two verbal suffixes while z-endings follow alI other verbal suffIxes as well as non-
verbal predicates. The variable ordering of k-paradigm sufflXes is fairly idiosyncratic in 
Turkish grammar as it is the only case where subject marking is not at the very end of the 
sentence. We know of no comparable idiosyncratic behavior for z-enclings. So. criterion 
7C also favors our claim. A conjunction reduction process in Turkish, known as 
suspended afflXation. to be illustrated below. treats verbs with k-endings as whole 
constituents whereas it does not treat the combination of verb + z-ending as a constituent 
Thus. also by criterion 7E. k-endings behave like suffixes and z-endings like clitics. 

2.1. Phonological Evidence 

Zwicky and Pullum also point out that clities are generally accentually dependent, that is, 
they do not usually receive lexical stress. As the data in (8) shows. this generalization is 
also borne out here. Default Turkish stress is word-fmal. Fonns with k-paradigm endings 
can be stressed when they are word-final whereas z-paradigm endings can never be 
stressed. Thus. word-rmal k-paradigm endings behave as though they are truly sufflXed 
tothe word. as opposed to the fOnDS with the z-paradigm endings where stress always 
lands on the preceding syllable, 
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(8) z·paradigm ending 
unut -a'cak -SInIZ 

forget FUT 2PL 
'you apparently left' 
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k-paradigm ending 
unut -tu -'nUl: 
forget PAST lPL 
'if you leave ... • 

So, looking at the data in light of the criteria set forth by Zwicky and Pullum, 
helps us justify OUI claim. However, as pointed out by Miller (1992), the most defmitive 
test for clitie-hood is the ability of the clitic to participate in coordination- that is, the 
possibility of having wide scope over a conjunction of hosts . This. as we shall show, is 
also allowed for the z-paradigm. 

2.2. Suspended AiTlXation 

The evidence for the coordination facts mentioned above can be found in what linguists 
who work on Turkic languages refer to as suspended affixation (Lewis 1967; Orgun 
1995.1996). 11 is a construction in Turkish where suffixes are optionally omitted from all 
conjuncts in a coordinated structure except for the last one. The suffil"tes on the last 
conjunct then have semantic scope over all the conjuncts. Some eumples are given in 
(9). We should be quick to point out that the facts of suspended afftxation are much 
broader than can be adequately discussed and accounted for here. We will only 
concentrate here on the data that is relevant to the morpho-syntactic distribution of the 
subject pronominal endings. 

(9) a. [genrr 
[young 

ve 
and bigj-lSG 

b. [gem,l-im ve 
[youngj-ISG and [bigj-lSG 
'I am young and big' 

c. [hastane-ye 
[hospital-OAT 

gid-iyor. 
gO-PROG 

o-nu 
3SG-ACC 

d. [hastane-ye gid-iyor]-sunuz, [o-nu 

gor-Uyor]-sunuz 
see- PROGj-2PL 

[hospital-DAT go- PROG.j-2PL [3SG-ACC 
g/jr-tiyor]-sunuz 
see- PROG.j-2PL 

'You all are going to the bospital and seeing hirnlher.' 

(9a) illustrates that the f1tS[ person singular sum" -(y)lm can have semantic scope 
over both the predicate 'young' and the predicate ' big' . The unsuspended counterpart of 
(9a) is given in (9b). The rust person plural sum" -(y)1z in (9c) has scope over both go 
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and see. No personal agreement suffix appears on the fust conjunct, go, since the 
personal agreement is realized on the second conjunct. see. The unsuspended version of 
(9c) is given in (9d). The application of this suspended affIXation construction. however. 
is not totally unrestricted. Note that both of the personal agreement suffixes in (9a, c) are 
personal suffixes of the z-paradigm. k-suflixes are prohibited from participating in this 
suspended affixation construction. 

(to) a. [[ev-e gel-ir] [sana yardnn ed-er]]-iz 
[[home-DAT come-AOR] [you.DAT help do-AORJ]-lPL 
'We'll come home and then we'll help you: 

b. '" [[ev-e 
[[home-DAT 

gel-eli] 
come-PAST] 

[sana 
[you.DAT 

c. [[ev-e gel-di-k] [sana 

yardnnet-ti]]-k 
help do-PASll]-IPL 

yardnnet-ti-kll 
[[home-DAT come-PAST-IPL] [you.DAT help do-PAST-IPL]] 
'We came home and then we helped you.' 

Suspended affixation is observed in (lOa) as the subject pronominal ending 
required is from the z-paradigm. (lab), on the contrary, is ill-formed as the subject 
pronominal sumx suspended is from the k-paradigm. The k-paradigm suffix is required 
there since the simple past tense suffix -(y)DI only takes suffixes from this paradigm. 
The well-fanned equivalent of (lOb) is given in (tOc). The fact that suspended afflXation 
is impossible for the k-paradigm sufflxes suggests there is strong lexical affinity of the k-
paradigm suffixes to the simple past suffu: -(y)DI. These same basic facts are true for the 
conditional suffix -(y).rE. 

3. Historical Perspective 

So far. we have seen ample synchronic evidence that points to the apparent 
morphological dichotomy between the k- and the z-paradigms. In this section, we shall 
further elucidate this clitic vs. suffix distinction by illustrating the historical origin of 
these two paradigms. 

Old Turkic did not have sufflxing subject agreement markers. Sentences with 
pronominal subjects were fanned by putting a pronoun at the end of the predicate. 
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(11) a. kel· i..Ir ben 'I'm coming.' IAdamovic 19B5I 
come-AOR lSG 

b. sen kisi sen 'You are a man' 
2SG man 2SG 

c. altun sari 'Gold is yellow.' 
gold yellow 

The fust cliticized forms of the predicate fmal pronouns appeared in Bib century 
texts. A typical paradigm during that period is given in (12). 
(12) Singular (ben) bay-van 'I am rich' (Adamovic 1985J 

(sen) bay-sin 'you are rich' 
(01) bay-durur 'he/she/it is rich ' 

Plural (biz) bay-uz 'we are rich' 
(siz) bay-siz 'you (pL.) are rich' 
(antu) bay-durur(lar) 'they are rich' 

After several sound changes and morphological shifts. the cliticiz.ed versions of 
the pronouns in Old Turkic have evolved into lbez-paradigm in Modem Turkish. 

Although the historical development of the z-paradigm is rather transparent and 
simple, we historical origin of the k-paradigm is stin rather unclear. Shaw (1877) pointed 
out that the Old Turkic preterite was formed via me possessive construction as in (13). 

(13) qil-d-um [Adamovic 19&5) 
do-NOM. lSG.POSS 
'my action of doing (exists)' 

The morpheme -d- in (13) was serving as a nommalizing suffix while the -urn 
suffix was the rust person singular possessive suffix. According to Adamovic (1984), a 
reference in Kasgarli (1939:60-63) mentioned that the preterite was in mutually 
excbangable relations with the periphrase fanned by the deverbal nominal suffix -dug}-
dfik in Oghus, Suwar and probably Kipchak in the 11'" century. This is exemplified in 
(14). 
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(14) ben baq-duq baq-d-um 

I look-NOM look-NOM-IBG.POSS 
(Ad4movic 1985] 

sen baq-duq baq-d-UI] 
you look-NOM 100k-NOM-2SG.POSS 
01 baq-duq baq-d-i 
he look-NOM 100k-NOM-3SG. POSS 
biz baq-duq baq-d-umuz 
we look-NOM look-NOM-IPL.POSS 
siz baq-duq baq-d-UlJuz 
you look-NOM look-NOM-2PL.POSS 
ani., baq-duq baq-d-iler 
they look-NOM look-NOM-3PL.POSS 

This historical account mostly predicts the origin of the past maker and the k-
paradigm endings. However, it does not explain why the first person plural ending of the 
k-paradigm is -dik and not -dumuz. We have yet to fmd a satisfactory historical account 
of this change. However, we can still appreciate the morphosyntactic status of the 
predicate fonned by the verb, the past tense suffIX and the k-paracligm endings. That is to 
say, the k-paradigm endings were never independent lexical items at any stage of the 
traceable history of the Turkic language as opposed to the z-paradigm endings, which 
originate from full independent words which have been reduced, in several stages. This 
opposing historical development offers an account of how the synchronic split of the k-
paradigm endings as suffixes and the z-paradigm endings as clitics developed. 

Assuming the historical development of the k-paradigm in the preterite is valid, 
the application of the k-paradigm to the conditional predicate appears to be a case of 
paradigm levelling at a later stage in Turkic. This levelling may have been motivated by 
the fact that these are the only two verbal suffixes that end in vowels. 

4. Analysis 

For the remainder of this paper, we will briefly sketch out a fonnal account for the data. 
However, before we dive uno the discussion, we shall briefly review the generalizations 
that we should capture in fonnal terms, They are summarized in (15). 

(15) i. Stress assignment: unlike k-paradigm endings, z-paradigm endings cannot 
receive stress. 

u. Morphological selectivity: k-paradigm endings can only suffix to verbal 
predicates of certain TMA categories while z-paradigm endings can also 
suffix to non-verbal predicates. 
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iii. Variable suffix ordering: z-paradigm endings can only occur word finally 
while k-paradigm endings can also occur word-internally without a change in 
meaning. 

iv. Wide scope in coordination: z-paradigm endings can have wide scope over 
more lhan One conjunct in coordination. white k-paradigm endings cannol 

4.1. Morphological vs. Phrasal Rea1ization of the Subject Paradigms 

OUf analysis will be couched in the framework of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar 
(pollard & Sag 1994), which is a unificational constraint-based grammar. In order to 
account for the morpho-syntactic distributional dichotomy of the k- and z- paradigms. we 
propose first to account for the realization of the k-paradigm by means of a 
morphological schema (cf. Riehemann 1998; Koenig 1999). That is. the affixing of the 
subject pronominal for predicates that take the k-paradigm must take place in the lexicon. 
On lite other hand. we will capture the cliue nature of the l-paradigm by making use of 
syntactic constraints. 

The verbs that only take the k-paradigm are subject to the constraint below. 

(16) MORPH I FORM F([OI, ... J 
I-FORM 10) 

subj-k.-vb = 
SYNSEMI. .. ICA T HEAD k-vtrb 

VA!. I COMPS (2JILsr( ClUlDlI-SS) 

ARG-ST <11)"""12) 

The schema in (16) says that the subject. [11. is of type affIx. 1bis information is 
given in the specification of the fust member of the ARG-ST list This constraint also 
says that the verb can have a list of complements that are of type canonical syntax-
umantics (canon-ss}-that is. nonaffixal. This implies that all complements of the verb 
must be full lexical items or phrases. which is the case in Turkish since it does not mark 
for objects on the verb. Notice that the HEAD value is specified as being of the type k-
verb. k-llub is a general type that encompasses sUbtypes such as the past-lib and the 
conditional-lib. These subtypes are themselves morphologically complex as they are 
composites of a verb Stem plus the TMA inflectional marker. 

Now. as for the phonological realization of the individual k-paradigm endings. we 
follow Miller and Sag 1997 by assuming that it is determined by a function F. which 
requires that me FORM value be related to the I{nflecled)-FORM value via the 
appropriate sufftxation. Unfortunately, we do not have space to go over in detail how 
such function would wOrk. The central idea behind using such a function is to encode that 
k-paradigm endings are added as the resull of some morphological function which 
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attaches the endings in the lexicon. This is in opposition to x-paradigm endings which are 
added in the syntax by a phrase structure rule. 

Note that this fonnulation of the k-suffixation also prohibits the possibility of the 
k-paradigm from participating in suspended affIXation since conjunction is a syntactic 
operation while the k-sufflXation takes place in the lexicon. 

The variation in the placement of the k-endings when the Jast two TMA markers 
are conditional and simple-past is accounted for by our analysis straightforwardly. Since 
k-sufflXation happens in the lexicon, there is nothing to prohibit words with a k-ending 
appearing between two k-TMA markers. since the constraint in (16) will be satisfied 
either way. This is schematized in (17). 

(17) Fonnation of <ilyiidU, ysE. k> 'If we slept ... · 
•. [UyUdU-yseJ-k I VALl SUB! < > I 

Uyi.idii-yse 

b. [UyUdli-kJ-se 

[UyUdUJ-k 

tiytidU 

I 
ARG-ST <[I] ,,,,(I) [2J> 

I VAL I SUB! <[1J> I I ARG-ST <[iJ ,,,,(I) [2J> 

I VAL I SUB! < > I I ARG-ST <[i1...,,(I) [2J> 

I VAL I SUB! < > I I ARG-ST <[1J '''' (I) [2J> 

I VAL I SUB! <[iJ> I I 
ARG-ST <[iJ, ... (I) [2J > 

Finally, regarding the treatment for the x-paradigm endings. recall that we would 
like to have a way to account for the x-endings' realizations phrasally. To do this, we 
propose to treat the x-enclitics as independent signs that are combined with verbal or 
nominal predicates through mechanisms in the syntax. We posit that the signs that 
characterize the x-enclitics should be like the example in (18). This pronominal enclitic 
sign has three crucial specifications; The phonology that relates the phonological 
instantiation of the x-ending to its host and the person and number features of the 
particular z-ending. 
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(18) I PHON 
SYNSEM 
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I dilie-pm 
< [OJ. (y)lz> 

I HEAD 

This sign can unify with any predicate that is looking for a elitic pronominal 
subject In order to demonstrate how the unification works. it is necess8J)' to formalize 
bow a given predicate specifies what subject value it should take. We posit that all words 
that can serve as predicates can take on the form shown in (20). 

pred-wd I SUB) <clirie-pro, > 
ARG-ST <NP;>ffilist(canon-ss) 

(20) 

This constraint stales that the SUBJ value of a predicate-word is of type c!itic-
pro(noUll). nus is co-referent with the first NP of the ARG-ST-the first member of the 
ARG-ST list is always the subject in HPSG. With (20) in mind, we can now understand 
how the unification between a predicate and a subject pronominal enclitic works. To 
illustta[e this we give the partially specified structure in (21). 

(21) The sign for the sentence Ollila gidiyonlZ 'we are going to school'. 

gidiyomz 
SUBJ 
COMPS 

'we are going to school' 
< > 
< > 

gidiyor 'going to school' -uz IPL 
[11 1 clitic-pro SUB] < {l][<li,k._J > 

COMPS < > 

{2] okul-a school-OAT gid-iyor going-PROG 
SUBJ < [IJ > 
COMPS < [2J[",[> 

Starting from the top node, the left branch of this tree is the sign for the verb 
phrase 'going to school' . Crucially. itS SUBl1ist is nOt empty, which means that to 
construct a full sentence, the element on the SUBJ list must be matched by a phrase of the 
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type it specifies for, here elitie-pro, which will result in the SUBJ requirement of the verb 
phrase being canceUed. The right branch is the sign for the lust person plural pronominal 
clitic. As the two signs combine, the resulting sign has both an empty SUBJ and an empty 
COMPS lists, which means this is a legitimate sentential sign. We have drawn out the 
structure of the verb phrase in this analysis. However, its internal shape is not critical 
here. 

The analysis that we posit for the z-paradigm clitics has the benefit of accounting 
for the suspended affiXation facts. Recall that the z-endings are capable of taking wide 
scope over two or more conjuncts in a coordinated structure. TIlls fact falls out naturally 
here since we are treating the z-endings as independent signs that are combined with 
phrases according to canonical syntactic principles. Now, since coordinated structures are 
phrases themselves, the possibility of a z-paradigm subject pronominal to attach onto a 
coordinated structure is predicted, 

A consequence of this analysis is that sentences like (21), which take z-paradigm 
endings, are fonnalized as being OVS. However, Turkish is generally described as being 
SOV. It is possible in Turkish to have emphatic sentence-initial personal pronouns 
fanning SOY-like sentences, as in (22a). Furthennore, non-pronominal sJlbjects also 
generally surface in SOY order, as in (22b). 

(22) a. biz 
IPL 

okul-a gid-iyor-uz 
school-DAT go-PROG-IPL 

'we are going to school' 

b. Can oku1-a gid-iyor 
John school-DAT go-PROG 
'John is going to school' 

Importantly, even when emphatic pronouns are present, like in (22a), pronominal subject 
marking is required on the verb. Our analysis of Turkish pronominal subject markers 
combined with the data in (22) suggests that Turkish resembles both an SOY and an OVS 
language on the surface. Unfortunately. we do not have the space here to properly discuss 
the overall implications this conclusion has for the grammar of Turkish-

5, Conclusion 

In this paper. we have demonstrated that the two subject pronominal paradigms in 
Turkish display strikingly different morphosyntactic behavior. Providing evidence from 
morphological selectivity, stress assignment, variable suffIX ordering and suspended 
affixation, we have illustrated that the k-paradigm endings in Turkish should be treated as 
lexical suffIxes. whereas the z-paraciigm endings should be treated as clitics. We have 
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also outlined the historical development of the two paradigms, showing !.hat the z-
paradigm arose from cliticization historically-thus demonstrating that our synchronic 
analysis closely matches the diachronic facts . 

Finally, we have attempted to sketch out an HPSG account of the data. suggesting 
that the k-paradigm endings can be treated as constrained by a morphological schema in 
the lexicon while the z-paradigm endings can be treated syntactically. 
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